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1. Introduction 
The Bessel polynomials were defined by KRALL and FRI,-,CK [1] by the 
formula 
Yn(X, a, b) = 2FO (-n, a -+ n -Xl 1. --
. b (1) 
These polynomials arise in the solution of the ·wave equation in spherical polar 
coordinates. A large number of papers has been \VTitten on these polynomials 
(see RAGAB, [2] & [3], S~'\'LAl\1 [4,], AGARWAL [5] and BRAFl'tlA'-' [6]). 
In this paper new recurrence relations as well as some series expansions 
will be established. 
The follo\\ing formulae will be required in the proofs: DOUGALL [7]: 
r
a, 1 1 ~ a, c, d, e; 1 1 
') 
5F 4 1 - = 
- a. 1- a - c 1--1- a d, 1 a - e 2 ,. ,. 
r(l a - c) r(l + iT - d)r(l+a - e) r(l,a -- c - d-
r(l+a) r(l+a - d - e) r(l - c cl) 1'(1 
Vandermond's theorem: if n is a positive integer, then 
(y /3; n) 
'2 F 1 ( - Tt, f3; y; 1) = --'-'------'---'-
(y; n) 
where the symbol 
(rf.; 0) = 1, 
1'(rf. r) 1) .. . (rf. + r - 1) = --''---
r(rf.) 
And Saalschiitz's theorem [8]; 
(2) 
(3) 
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F., [a, b, -n; 




n, c (c; n)(c - a-b; n) (4) 
where n i:3 a IJCEiti';c integer. 
2. Recurrence formulae for y" (x, a, h) 
The formulae to be proyed are: 
. . b)' nx. ( . ''7 b) ) "ix, a, ...,.. -b-) n-1 x, a ""T -, 1, b); (5) 
X 
n - 1) J,,-l(X, a , 2,b) = Y,,-l(X, a + 1,b); (6) 
b 
)"Jl(X, a, b) - (a 
y~(x,a,b) n (a + n - 1) . ( '7 b' b ) "-1 x, a -~, ). (7) 
To proye (5), substitute for y,,(x, a, b) and )",,_l(X, a 
left hand side of (5) becomes: 
2, b) from (1); then the 
~ '.: , _~...L( T1 (-n· r)(a...L n - 1· r)(' X)" 
~o r! b 
n)~(- n . 1; r)(a+n -1; r) [_ -=:.)r+1. 
r=O r ! b 
r 
x )r ::"\'0'\' tht' coefficient of b in the last expression is 
n; 
r! 
n)( 11 - 1; r 1) (a 
(r - 1) ! 
1l; r)(a -+- 11 - 1; a-+-n - 1 





= coefficient of ( ~x rin Yn(x, a -:-.1., b). 
Thif; eompletes the proof of (5). 
In the same way (6) can he proyed. 
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To prove (7), substitute for Yn(x, a, b) from (1), differentiate term by 
term, so we get: 
y},(x, a, b) = _d {i ---'--_--'---'--___ --'-- ( bx)r} = 
dx r=O l' ! 
n (- 11; l' ) (a + Tt - 1; 1') (- x ) r-l _ 
- ~ - -------- ~~ --
..;;;;;. b( . , b-
r=l l' - 1) . . 
= - :y ---'---_.-------''--'---.-_._._-----'--n-l + 11 - 1 :. l' l- -bx Jr 
~~ r! 
= _11_( a_. __ 11 _-~L n~ _.( _____ 11 ___ --'--'-___ -'- ( -bx Jl" = 
b r~ r! 
11(a 11 - 1) ---'-~~-'-yn-.l(x' a 
b 
') b)' .... , ,
by applying (1) again. Thus (7) is proved. As KRALL and FRINCK remarked 
we see that the derivatives of Bessd polynomials are Bessel polynomials 'with 
the parameter increased by 2. 
3. Representation of Y n (x, a, h) as a series of generalised 
hypergeometric functions of the form 4FZ 
The expansion to be proved is: 
n (a;r) (1+ ~ a;rJ (f3;r)( 11;r)(a+11 - 1;1') 
Yn(x, a, b) = ~nCr -------:---::--_-:--________ ~ __ (~-_x_. )r X 
r=O f3 ( . b a - + n; 1') 1 + a; 21') 
X 4F ., :, j " I J', • - • [ 
-11..L.r a-.' 11 -.1 +1' 1 a..L. n..Lr l+a - f3..Lr: - X/b] (8) 
" 1 -+- a - {J + 11 1'; 1 + a + 21' 
To prove (8), substitute for 4F2; then the right-hand side of (8) is equal to: 
1· r..Ls) 
, i --.!..a; 1'] (t'J; 1') (-11; r+s) (a+n 
n n-r '1 ~ .... ' "" , X ..;;;;;.---~--~---------------------
r=O s=O r! s! a; rJ (l+a - /J+n; r+s)(l..La; 1')(1 a..Lr; r+s) 
+ a-+- 11; l' + s) X (-1 Y --'--.-----'------'---'------. 
a n; 1') 
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Here write s = p - r, change the order of summation and the right-hand side 
of (8) becomes 
.i (-n;p)(a + n - l;p)(1 + a - /J;p)(1 + a + n;p) (-X)P X 
P=O P ! (1 + a; p)(1 + a - /J + n; p) . b 
( 
1 
a,1 +-a, /J, -n, -p; 1 ) 
X,F, ~ a,l a _ 2p, 1 + a + n, 1 + a + p . 
Now sum the SF4 by means of (2) and so obtain the left-hand side of (8). Thus 
(8) is proved. 
4. Series expansions of the Bessel polynomials 
The formula to be established is 
~ (fl) n! ( xb )\n_,,(X, a + 2k + 2, b) = Yn(x, a + fl + 2, b) (9) 
:=0 k (n - k)! 
where 
( fl) =(_1)" (-fl; k) . k k! 
To prove (9) substitute for the Bessel polynomials in the left; then the left-
hand side of (9) becomes 
:Y '] (-1)" (-fl; k)( -n; k)( -n + k; r)(n + k + a + 1; r) ( bX )"+r, 
:::0 r =0 k ! r ! 
Here 1vTite k = P - r; then the last expression becomes 
:Y (n;p)(-fl; p) (~)P i (-a - n - p; r) (-p; r) _ 
t=o p ! b r=O r ! (1 + fJ. - p; r) 
= ;;Z " " -'- 2F l(-P, -a -n - p; l+fl - p; 1). n (-I)(-wp)(-ll'p) ( X)P 
P=O (-1) p, b 
Now sum the 2F 1 by V andermond 's theorem and the last expression becomes 
.i' (-n;p)(-;-,Lt;p) (-X)P (1 + ,Lt + ~ + n;p) = 
pd P . b ( - ,Lt, p) 
_ ~ (-n; p)(I+fl+ a+ n; p) (-X JP _. ( -L -L 2 b) 
- ..-;;;. - Y n x, a I fl I , , 
p=O p! b 
which is the right-hand side of (9). Thus (9) is proved. 
This was proved for the particular case b = 2 in another form by 
SALAM [4] p. 152. 
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where k, n are any positive integer or zero such that n + 1 - k ;;;. O. 
As before the left-hand side of (10) is 
k 
~kc (a -'- 2n 




= i n~k (-k;r)(a+2n+l-k;r)~k~n-l;s)(a+n-k+r;s) X l-x)r+s. 
r=O s=O r . s . b 
Here put p = r + s where p is the new parameter of summation and the last 
expression becomes 
'] (k - n - l;p),(a+n - k;p) (-X)P 3 F ? (a + 2n + 1- k, -p, -k; 1). 
D~O p. b ~ a + n - k, 2 - k + n - p, 
Now sum the 3F2 by Saalschiitz's theorem (4) and the left hand side (10) is 
equal to 
n~ (-n - l;p)l(a + n;p) (-X JP 
.,,;;;;. -b- =Yn+l(x,a,b). 
P=O p. 
Thus (10) is proved. 
When k = 1; (10) becomes 
)'n(x, a, b) x b (a - 2n)Yn(x, a + 1; b) = Yn+ l(X, a, b). (11) 
6. Generalisation of (5) 
The formula to be proved is 
~ (-Iymcr (-n;r) - Yn_r(x, a + 2r, b) = Yn(x, a + m, b) m ( x)r 
r=O b 
(12) 
where m is any positive integer. This generalises the recurrence relation (5) 
of §2. because when m = 1, (12) becomes (5). 
To prove (12), assume it is true for a particular value of m. Thus (12) 
with a + 1 instead of a becomes 
i (-Iymcr (-n; r) (~)r )'Tl-r(x, a + 2r + 1, b) = )'Tl(x ,a 
r=O b 
m + 1, b). 
Now apply (5) to each term on the left and get 
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In + I, b) = 2' (-I)rrl1cr ( 11: r) (Xb' ,'j/"Yn-r(X, a 
/"=0 
) ' (x a n , 2r, b) 
+ i (-1)' mCr (-11; r) l/ X,) r--1 (11 - r).Yn-r_1 (x, a 
r=O b, 
2r + 2, b) . 
In the second of those two series, write r - I for r, add the two series, applying 
the identity 
mer mCr_ 1 
then the last expression becomes 
111 + I, b) = :2'1 ( 1)' ( l1;r) (Ob x J' r f1l+1crY,,_r(x, a + 2r, b) 
r=O 
'which is (12) with In I in place of In. But (12) is true when m = I; therefore 
it follows by induction that (12) is true for all positiYC values of In. This com-
pletes the proof of (12). 
m 
7. Generalisation of Formula (6) 
The theorem to be established is: 
~ (-I)'mcr(a + 11 2r, b) = Yn-m(x, a 111, b) (13) 
r=O 
where m is any positive integer. 
(13) also generalises formula (6) of §2. hecause when In = I; then (13) 
becomes (6). 
To prove (13), assume it IS true for a particular value of 111. Thus (13) 
with (n - I) instead of n and a + I instead of a becomes 
~ (-I)' f1lcr (a + 11 - I; r) ( ~ r Yn-r-l(x, a 
= Yn-1-m(x, a TIn-+- I, b). 
Now apply (6) to each term on the left and get 
f1l 
In + I, b) = :E ( 
r=O 
f1l 
2r I, b) 
, X \r 
n - I; r) lb) 
XYn_r(x, a 2r, b) + ~ (_1),+1 mcr(a n I; r) X 
r=O 
X(a + n r - I) (: 1'+1 YIl-r-l(X' a 2r 2, b). 
As before, in the second of these two series, write r - I for r, and applying 
the last identity, namely 
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then the last expression becomes (13) with m -'- 1 in place of m. 
But (13) is true when m = 1; therefol'e it follows that (13) IS true for 
all positive integer yalues of m. Thus (13) is proved. 
8. The formnla now to he proved is 
1) IX)2S 2 ; s (-n; 2s) lh )"1l_~S(X, a ~ 4s, b) = (14) 
n 
To pron (14), substitute for )"1l-2S(X, a + 4s, b) from (1); then the left-hand 
side uf (14) is equal to 
a + n 1 ) [~l tl~S ---2---; s ( 1!; 2s)( -n-;-2s; r)(a-n 
~ ~ , 
5=0 r=O S • r 
l--L2s: r) 
, 'I )r-'-~s 
-x 
,-b-
Here write P = 2s l', where p is the new parameter of summation and the 
last expression heeomes 
z, (-n; p,,--,-,)(,-a_:_n __ l_;-=.p-,-) (_-_X_' )P~F (_-_P,_' _1_,-=--; all; 1) , 
~o p! b - 1 2' 2 ., 
Again sum the ~Fl by Yandermond's theorem, and the left-hand side of (14) 
becomes 
~ (-l1;p) (a + n 
~ 1 p=o p. 
1; p) X 
bv applying the duplication formula for the gamma function. But the last 
expression is equal to 
1i; p) ~~ ! -2x JP 2 ----'----;-----'--l-b- = 
p=O 
".F.o (-11, _a __ : _7_1 __ 1_ : _2X) = v (x, _a_- _ 71 __ 1 , 2 'b "tl· 2 ' 
= right-hand side of (14). 
Thus (14) is proved. 
A particular case of interest is when n = 2. In that case (14) gives 
2 Periodica PolytC'ciUlica )1. 18/:2 - 3 
~)= 
(15) 
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which can be obtained directly by comparing coefficients of different powers 
of x. 
In the same way for even 1Z the following formula can be established: 
(a .L n - l' 2s) 
[nJ2] I '()" 5 ~ -'---~--s : - Yn-2S(X' a + 4s, b) = 
2F 0 ( 2
n 
,a -!- 1Z - 1 ; b
2X ) . 
(16 ) 
Summary 
The Bessel polynomials defined by the formula 
Yn(X, a, b) of (-n. a .-L. n - 1. - -=-) 
- 0 , . b 
arise in the solution of the wave equation in spherical polar coordinates. In this paper some 
.recurrence relationships and series expansions are established for the Bessel polynomials. 
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